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REFLECTIONS ON PEACE AND SECURIT Y

Notes for remarks by the Right Honourable Pierre Elliott Trudeau, Prime Minister, to the Conference
on Strategies for Peace and Security in the Nuclear Age, University of Guelph, Ontario, October 27, 1983 .

Let me, first, congratulate the organizers of this conference. The theme is compelling; your membershipis eminent; and your location is appropriate . It is appropriate because the name of Guelph reminds us
of another age which was torn by hostile systems, competing alliances and profound ideological division .

The depth and violence of the dispute between Guelphs and Ghibellines tore Europe apart for much of
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries . The argument was fundamental for the time . Who was supreme,
Pope or Emperor? It spread from Germany to Italy, France and Sicily, drawing other powers and
interests in its wake . No country, church, class or family in Europe was immune from the destructive
force of that question .

Popes excommunicated emperors . Emperors took up arms against successive popes . The battle between
Guelphs and Ghibellines was remarkable for its ferocity, for the loss of life and the wreck of cities, for
its pervasive and lasting influence throughout European politics and culture . It was an early version of
total war - on a continental scale . And, because both history and geography are written by the
victorious, the name of Guelph lives on, given to this place as the proud heritage of a ruling dynasty .

That this city of Guelph is to be found in Canada encourages me to underline a further proposition,
familiar but profound : that we Canadians have a framework of long-standing and deep-rooted ties
with Europe and with European conflicts . There is a European-ness, well beyond place-names, in
our history, in our culture and in the predisposition of many of our government policies . I do no
disservice to our North American nature nor to our place on the Pacific Rim. But our engagement
with Europe comes home with particular force in questions of peace and security .

Canada's participation, from the beginning, in both world wars of this century, our founding and
loyal membership in NATO [the North Atlantic Treaty Organization], our decision to test the cruise
missile in Canadian territory, all demonstrate the recognition that our own security is tightly bound
with the security of our European allies .

A nation of our size and geographic location could, in the past or in the present, have considered
other options . Those options, whether of isolationism, or of being a nuclear-weapons state ourselves,
have in Canada been invariably set aside in favour of a commitment to collective security . Our
dedication to the Western Alliance, and to our partnership with the United States in the defence of
this continent, is part of the bedrock of our foreign policy .
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